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Abstract
In the theory of the moduli-stacks of stable n-pointed curves, there are
two fundamental functors, contraction and stabilization. These functors are
constructed in [4], where they are used to show that the various Mg,n’s are
DM-stacks. In the treatment of stabilization, there is a claim stated about
the deformations of a pointed ordinary double point. This claim is not proved
in [4]. The goal of this paper is to prove this claim. We decided not to use
descent, so the equations are less simple than in [4], but the treatment is
more elementary and the results seemingly more general.
Keywords: Moduli stack, Stabilization, Contraction, Stably reflexive sheaf.
Introduction
Recall the definition of the stacks Mg,n and Cg,n, for n ě 0, n ` 2g ě 3.
They are both fibered categories over the category of all schemes. The objects
are diagrams of the form
C
piC

S
s1,...,sn
dd
in Mg,n, and of the form
C
piC

S
s1,...,sn,∆
dd
in Cg,n.
The morphism πC is flat and proper. The morphisms s1, . . . , sn are non-
crossing sections not meeting any double points. There are no conditions on
the extra section ∆. The geometric fibers of πC are stable
1 n-pointed curves,
1In [4] we use the term n-pointed stable curve, but as remarked by Frans Oort, it is
not necessarily a stable curve with marked points.
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without and with one extra point respectively. An n-pointed curve is stable
if it is reduced with at most ordinary double points, connected and has only
a finite number of automorphisms fixing the n distinct distinguished smooth
points. Morphisms in these categories are cartesian diagrams commuting
with the sections. The functor to the category of schemes takes an object to
its base S.
We show that Cg,n is a universal stable n-pointed curve over Mg,n. For
each object pπC ; s1, . . . , sn,∆q in Cg,n, we can simply forget the section ∆,
and we get an object pπC ; s1, . . . , snq in Mg,n. This is a morphism of fibered
categories, and we call it σn : Cg,n Ñ Mg,n. For each object pπC ; s1, . . . , snq
in Mg,n, and for each i with 1 ď i ď n, we may define an extra section
∆ “ si. This defines an object pπC ; s1, . . . , sn,∆q in Cg,n, so in this way we
have n sections σn,i : Mg,n Ñ Cg,n. Note that if πC : C Ñ S with sections
si : S Ñ C, 1 ď i ď n is an object of Mg,n, the map pr2 : C ˆS C Ñ C
with sections sn,i “ psi ˝ πC , 1Cq and the extra section ∆ “ p1C , 1Cq is an
object of Cg,n. Identifying the schemes S and C with their respective slice
categories Schemes{S and Schemes{C, the reader should convince himself or
herself that we have a cartesian commutative diagram of fibered categories
C
piC

// Cg,n
σn

S
s1,...,sn
<<
//Mg,n ,
σn,1,...,σn,n
^^
which shows that σn is representable and that pσn; σn,1, . . . , σn,nq is a
universal stable n-pointed curve.
As mentioned in the abstract, there is a morphism c : Mg,n`1 Ñ Cg,n
called contraction and a morphism s : Cg,n Ñ Mg,n`1 called stabilization.
These morphisms are constructed in [4], where it is proved that they are
inverse to each other. Since σn is representable, so is πn`1 “ σnc and con-
sequently πn`1 : Mg,n`1 Ñ Mg,n is also a universal stable n-pointed curve.
This is then used to show inductively in n that the various Mg,n’s are DM-
stacks.
The construction of the stabilization morphism and the proof that con-
traction and stabilization are inverse to each other is a bit tricky. The way
stabilization is constructed is as follows. For every object pπC , s1, . . . , sn,∆q
in Cg,n, where πC : C Ñ S, we define the coherent sheaf KppiC ,s1,...,sn,∆q “ K
2
as the cokernel of the map δ in the short exact sequence
0Ñ OC
δÝÑ J _‘OCps1 ` s2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` snq
p
ÝÑ K Ñ 0, (1)
where J is the defining ideal of the section ∆ and δ is the “diagonal”
δptq “ pt, tq. We define Cs “ ProjCpSymK q. The union of the images
of the sections si and ∆ support sheaves Ls “ K {ppJ
_ q and L∆ “
K {ppOCps1 ` s2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` snqq, and there are surjections s˚i K Ñ s
˚
i Ls and
∆˚K Ñ ∆˚L∆. The important fact is that (1) commutes with base-change
and that the sheaves s˚i Ls and ∆
˚L∆ are invertible. Hence these surjections
define liftings of the sections making Cs together with the lifted sections a
stable pn`1q-pointed curve. We call it the stabilized curve.
The hard part is to prove these facts in the case where the section ∆
passes through a double point of a fiber. This is the only case where J is
not an invertible sheaf; nevertheless it has certain good properties, stated in
[4] Section 2, Lemma 2.2. It is our Main Lemma stated below. To prove this
lemma we apply the deformation theory of pointed double points, Propo-
sition 2.1, to get explicit descriptions of formal neighborhoods of k-valued
points in Cg,n. The Main Lemma then follows from the Key Example using
the properties of the concept of stable reflexivity2, which is proved in [4],
Appendix. Recently Runar Ile [3] has given another characterization of this
concept, together with another proof of a very nice generalization of the Main
Lemma. In the final section we complete the family of stabilized curves along
the fiber curve and compare it to the formal scheme coming from the Key
Example in order to prove stability.
Main Lemma. Let S be a noetherian scheme, and π : C Ñ S a flat family
of curves whose geometric fibers are reduced curves with at most ordinary
double points. Let ∆ : S Ñ C be a section defined by an OC-ideal J . Then
1q The sheaf J is stably reflexive with respect to π.
2q Let J 1 be the subsheaf of the total quotient ring sheaf KC consisting
of sections that multiply J into OC and let J
_“ HomOC pJ ,OCq.
Then J 1 « J _.
3q The pullback ∆˚pJ _{OCq is an invertible sheaf on S.
2This is the property that ensures the compatibility with base change that was sought
earlier.
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1. Pointed ordinary double points
We consider curves over a base consisting of a single reduced point Specpkq,
where k is a field3. For any n P N and any element f P krrx, yss let fn be the n
th homogeneous part of f . We denote by Sn the vector space of homogeneous
elements of degree n in krx, ys Ď krrx, yss.
Definition 1.1. With notation as above, let qpx, yq “ x2`γxy`δy2 P S2.
For any n ě 0, the map Qn : Sn ˆ Sn Ñ Sn`1 is the pn`1qst. homogeneous
part of the polynomial qpx` µ, y ` νq ´ qpx, yq. In other words, Qnpµ, νq “
p2µ` γνqx` pγµ` 2δνqy.
Lemma 1.2. Let q P S2 be a quadratic form. The associated map Qn :
Sn ˆ Sn Ñ Sn`1 is linear, and qpx ` µ, y ` νq ´ qpx, yq ´ Qnpµ, νq P S2n. If
q is non-degenerate, Qn is surjective for all n ě 0.
Proof. We have Qnpµ, νq “ p2µ ` γνqx ` pγµ ` 2δνqy. Any fn`1 P Sn`1
can be written fn`1 “ unx ` vny. If we define µn “ ´2δun ` γvn and νn “
γun´2δvn, a calculation shows that Qnpµn, νnq “ pγ
2´4δqfn`1. The lemma
follows since that q is non-degenerate means that γ2 ´ 4δ is invertible.
Proposition 1.3. Let k be a field, π : C Ñ Specpkq and ∆ : Specpkq Ñ C
be such that the geometric fibers of π are reduced curves with at most ordinary
double points and assume that c “ ∆pSpecpkqq is an ordinary double point.
Let pR,mq be the local ring of c P C. Then there are elements γ and δ in k
with γ2 ´ 4δ not equal to zero such that pR « krrx, yss{px2 ` γxy ` δy2q.
Proof. Since m{m2 bk k is a vector space of dimension 2, so is m{m
2.
If we choose two elements of m that generate m{m2 we get a surjection
krrx, yss Ñ pR. The morphism π is a locally complete intersection morphism,
so the kernel is generated by a single power series f “
ř8
n“2 fn. After possibly
a making a linear change of variables and multiplying f by a suitable scalar,
we may assume that f2px, yq “ qpx, yq “ x
2` γxy` δy2. Since at the unique
3In [4] we work in the e´tale topology. The Main Lemma then follow by descent. In this
note however we will stick to the Zariski topology, so even at an ordinary double point that
is itself rational, its tangent lines do not have to be so. It turns out that we get slightly
less simple equations to work with. The reader may, if he or she wishes to, consider only
a case where we have rational tangents, e.g. γ “ 1, δ “ 0. My feeling is that the proofs
are almost identical, so not very much is gained by doing so.
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point in the geometric fiber over the point c the curve has two branches with
distinct tangents, the quadratic form q is non-degenerate. Let Qn, be as in
Lemma 1.2, and for each n ě 0 let Pn`1 : Sn`1 Ñ Snˆ Sn be a right inverse.
For all n ě 1, we define homogeneous polynomials ǫn`1, µn, νn, xnpx, yq
and ynpx, yq of degree n, by recursion. For n “ 1 put ǫ2 “ 0, µ1 “ 0, ν1 “ 0,
x1px, yq “ x and y1px, yq “ y. Having defined ǫn`1, µn, νn, xnpx, yq and
ynpx, yq, we define
ǫn`2 “ the pn`2qnd. homogeneous component of qpxn, ynq ´ fpx, yq,
pµn`1, νn`1q “ ´Pn`2pǫn`2q,
xn`1 “ xn ` µn`1,
yn`1 “ yn ` νn`1.
We claim that for all n ě 1, the order of qpxn, ynq ´ fpx, yq is at least
n`2. The claim certainly holds for n “ 1. Assume that qpxn, ynq´fpx, yq “
ǫn`2 ` hpx, yq, with the order of h at least n ` 3. We have
qpxn`1, yn`1q ´ fpx, yq “
qpxn ` µn`1, yn ` νn`1q ´ qpxn, ynq ` qpxn, ynq ´ fpx, yq “
Qn`1pµn`1, νn`1q ` ǫn`2 ` hpx, yq ` qpµn`1, νn`1q “
hpx, yq ` qpµn`1, νn`1q.
The sequences txnuně1 and tynuně1 are Cauchy sequences, and if we define
x1 “ limnÑ8 xn and y
1 “ limnÑ8 yn, px, yq ÞÑ px
1, y1q is a continuous change
of coordinates, and pR “ krrx1, y1ss{px12 ` γx1y1 ` δy12q.
2. The deformation theory of a pointed ordinary double point
In this section we prove, in a slightly more general form, the claim in the
middle of the proof of Lemma 2.2 on page 175 in [4]. This claim is a special
case of Proposition 2.1 on the next page. All concepts in this section can be
found in [5]. Let Λ be a noetherian complete local ring with maximal ideal
µ “ µΛ and quotient field k “ Λ{µ. We define C “ CΛ to be the category
of maps AÑ k, where A is an Artinian local Λ-algebras with residue field k.
The category pC “ pCΛ will denote the category of maps AÑ k, where A is a
complete noetherian local Λ-algebra for which A{mn Ñ k is in C for all n.
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Let γ, δ P k be elements such that γ2 ´ 4δ ‰ 0, and let qpX, Y q “
X2` γXY ` δY 2. We define R0 “ krrX, Y ss{pqpX, Y qq and denote by u and
v the classes of X and Y respectively.
We consider the category F with objects commutative cocartesian dia-
grams of local rings of the form shown in the figure below, and such that R
is a flat A algebra, complete with respect to the linear topology defined by
the maximal ideal mR. All maps are local homomorphisms.
R //
∆
!!
R0
∆0
||
A //
OO
k
OO
We define the category pF over pC similarly. Note that F and C are full
subcategories of pF and pC respectively. The category F is cofibered in
groupoids overC. For each object AÑ k the fiber category FA is a groupoid.
We let F pAq denote the set of isomorphism-classes in FA, and by pF pAq the
set of isomorphism-classes in pFA. Of course F is the restriction of pF to C.
Proposition 2.1. Let γ˜ and δ˜ be any liftings of γ and δ to Λ, and let
q˜pX, Y q “ X2 ` γ˜XY ` δ˜Y 2. Define the complete noetherian local rings
Apd “ ΛrrS, T ss, and Rpd “ ApdrrX, Y ss{pq˜pX, Y q ´ q˜pS, T qq. We denote
by U and V the classes of X and Y in Rpd respectively. Then Rpd is a
flat Apd-algebra. We have a local homomorphism ∆pd : Rpd Ñ Apd and
f : Rpd Ñ R0 defined by ∆pdpXq “ S, ∆pdpY q “ T , fpUq “ u, fpV q “ v and
fpSq “ fpT q “ 0. The diagram
ξ “
Rpd
f
//
∆pd

R0
∆0
}}
Apd //
OO
k
OO
(2)
is an object of pF , and up to isomorphism it does not depend on the liftings.
Moreover this object is a hull for the functor F .
We prove the proposition by first studying the coslice categories pG “
pApd Ó pCq and pH “ pξ Ó pF q. We denote the restriction of these categories
to C, by G and H respectively. By abstract nonsense pH is cofibered in
groupoids over pG , and both categories are cofibered in groupoids over pC.
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We denote by pGpAq and pHpAq the set of isomorphism classes in the fiber of
an object A Ñ k in pC. Both pH and pG are covariant functors to sets and
the forgetful functor induces an isomorphism pH Ñ pG which restricts to an
isomorphism between their restrictions to C, H Ñ G. By definition these
functors are pro representable. Then we prove that the forgetful functor
H Ñ F is smooth [5] Definition 2.2, and induces an isomorphism between
the tangent spaces. This will prove the proposition.
Definition 2.2. For any object A Ñ k in pC we denote by γA and δA, the
images of the elements γ˜ and δ˜ by the structure map. We denote by qA the
quadratic form qApX, Y q “ X
2 ` γAXY ` δAY
2.
Definition 2.3. We will call any image of the object ξ defined in Proposition
2.1 planar . A planar object occurs as the right square in a diagram, where
the whole square and the left square are cocartesian.
Rpd
f
%%
∆pd

gR // R
∆R

hR // R0
∆0

Apd ::
OO
gA // A
OO
hA // k
OO
By abstract nonsense, the right square is also cocartesian, and hence an
object of pF , the whole diagram is an object of pH , and the bottom line is
object of pG .
Remark 2.4. If an object
R //
∆
!!
R0
∆0
||
A //
OO
k
OO
of pF is planar, there are elements uR and vR mapping to uR0 and vR0
respectively, elements sA and tA in mA, such that qApuR, vRq “ qApsA, tAq.
We do not change names of elements in A and their images in R.
Lemma 2.5. Let pA,mAq be a complete local ring, and let γ, δ P A, s, t PmA
be arbitrary elements and let qpX, Y q “ X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 be a quadratic
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form. Let I be the ideal in ArrX, Y ss generated by qpX, Y q ´ qps, tq. Let
R “ ArrX, Y ss{I, and let u and v be the classes of X and Y in R respectively.
Then R is flat over A and every element of R has a representation of the
form r “ fpvq ` ugpvq, for unique power series f, g P ArrY ss.
Proof. We define polynomials fn, gn in ArrY ss, hn in ArrX, Y ss by recursion
as follows.
f0 “ g0 “ h0 “ 1,
f1 “ 0, g1 “ ´γY, h1 “ X ` γY,
f2 “ qps, tq ´ δY
2,
and for n ě 2
fn`1 “ f2gn´1,
gn`1 “ fn`1 ` g1gn,
hn`1 “ gn`1 `Xhn.
These formulas ensure that fn, gn and hn all belong to the nth. power of the
defining ideal mArrX,Y ss, and induction shows that,
Xn “ fn `Xgn´1 ` hn´2pqpX, Y q ´ qps, tqq.
If r “
ř
anX
n is any power series in ArrY ssrrXss, the series f “
ř
anfn,
g “
ř
an`1gn and h “
ř
an`2hn all converge and
r “ f `Xg ` hpqpX, Y q ´ qps, tqq.
If 0 “ f`Xg`hpqpX, Y q´qps, tqq, with f, g in ArrY ss, comparing X-degrees
shows that h “ 0 and therefore both f “ 0 and g “ 0. It follows that as an
A-module R « ArrY ss ‘ ArrY ss which is flat.
Lemma 2.6. Let A be any commutative ring, and let τ be an element of
A with τ 2 “ 0. Let qpX, Y q “ X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 be a quadratic form with
discriminant d “ γ2 ´ 4δ a unit in A, and let f be a power series with
vanishing constant term. Then there exist power series µ and ν in ArrX, Y ss
such that if we define X 1 “ X ` τµ and Y 1 “ Y ` τν, then
X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 ` τfpX, Y q “ X 12 ` γX 1Y 1 ` δY 12. (3)
Note that X 1 “ X ` τµ and Y 1 “ Y ` τν is a continuous change of variables
because X “ X 1 ´ τgpX 1, Y 1q and Y “ Y 1 ´ τhpX 1, Y 1q.
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Proof. We may write f “ dpXu ` Y vq. If we define µ “ ´2δu ` γv
and ν “ γu ´ 2v, a calculation shows that X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 ` τfpX, Y q “
X 12 ` γX 1Y 1 ` δY 12.
Lemma 2.7. Consider an object of the category F , as given by the diagram
below.
R //
∆
!!
R0
∆0
||
A //
OO
k
OO
Then if u˜ and v˜ are liftings of u and v respectively, every element r P R can
be expressed as r “ fpv˜q ` u˜gpv˜q, where and f, g P ArrY ss.
Proof. Let R1 Ď R be the A-submodule generated by elements of the form
r “ hpv˜q ` u˜kpv˜q. Tensoring with k we have a right-exact sequence
R1 bA k Ñ R bA k Ñ R{R
1 bA k Ñ 0.
By Lemma 2.5 the first arrow is a surjection, so R “ R1`mAR. Substituting
this expression for R back and taking into account thatmAR
1 Ď R1, it follows
that R “ R1 `m2AR. By induction it follows that R “ R
1 `mnAR for all n
and the lemma follows because there is an n such that mnA “ 0.
The next lemma shows that H Ñ F is smooth and hence essentially
surjective.
Lemma 2.8. Let gA : B Ñ A be a small map in C with ker gA “ pτq.
Consider the diagram below which represents a morphism in F .
S
hS
%%
∆S

gR // R
∆R

hR // R0
∆0

B ;;
OO
gA // A
OO
hA // k
OO
If the right square is planar, then so is the big square.
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Proof. Pick uS and vS in S such that gRpuSq “ uR and gRpvSq “ vR and
let ∆SpuSq “ sB and ∆SpvSq “ tB. Then gApsBq “ sA and gAptBq “ tA.
Note also that if we alter uS and vS to uS
1 and vS
1 by elements of the form
τpauS ` bvSq, then sB “ ∆SpuS
1q and tB “ ∆SpvS
1q because τmB “ t0u.
We have gRpqSpuS, vSq ´ qSpsB, tBqq “ 0, so by Lemma 2.7 there is a power
series f with coefficients in B such that qSpuS, vSq´ qSpsB, tBq “ τfpuS, vSq.
Since ∆SpqSpuS, vSq ´ qSpsB, tBqq “ 0, we have 0 “ ∆Spτfq “ τ∆Spf0q “
τf0. Therefore we have shown that f is without constant term. By Lemma
2.6 we can alter uS and vS such that qSpuS, vSq ´ qSpsB, tBq “ 0. Note
that the corresponding alterations s1B “ sB ` τ∆pαq and t
1
B “ tB ` τ∆pβq
do not alter qSpsB, tBq, since qSps
1
B, t
1
Bq ´ qSpsB, tBq “ τ∆pαq
Bq
Bx
psB, tBq `
τ∆pβq Bq
By
psB, tBq, and both partial derivatives are linear forms in sB and tB,
hence are contained in the maximal ideal of B, and so the difference vanishes.
We need to prove that there are no more relations, so let I be the kernel of
the map Brrx, yss{pqBpx, yq ´ qBpsB, tBqq Ñ S. Tensoring with A we get a
long exact sequence
TorBpS,Aq Ñ IbBAÑ Brrx, yss{pqBpx, yq´qBpsB, tBqqbBAÑ SbBAÑ 0
Now S is flat over B and the last map is an isomorphism therefore I bB A «
I{τI “ 0 and since τ 2 “ 0 we have I “ 0.
Lemma 2.9. The tangent map tH Ñ tF is an isomorphism, and both spaces
are isomorphic to the same vector space k2.
Proof. Let krǫs be the ring of dual numbers. Then since ǫ2 “ 0, every object
of F pkrǫsq is of the form
R //
∆R

R0
∆0
}}
krǫs //
OO
k
OO
with R « krǫ, x, ys{pqpx, yq, ǫ2q. Since ǫ2 “ 0, there is a well defined pair
pa, bq P k2 such that the isomorphism class of this object in tF is determined
by the pair p∆Rpxq,∆Rpyqq “ pǫa, ǫbq.
The space tH “ HomCpΛrrS, T ss, krǫsq. Elements of this space are homo-
morphisms determined by the values of the elements S and T , which is also
a pair pǫa, ǫbq with pa, bq P k2. With these identifications, the map tH Ñ tF
induces the identity on k2. This proves the lemma and Proposition 2.1.
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3. The Key Example
Let A be a unitary noetherian commutative ring, B “ ArX, Y s, qpX, Y q “
X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 a quadratic form such that the discriminant γ2 ´ 4δ is
a unit in A. Let s and t be arbitrary elements of A. The element x “
qpX, Y q´ qps, tq is not a zero-divisor in B and the reader may check that we
have a matrix-factorization φψ “ ψφ “ x¨1B2 , where
φ “
ˆ
δY ` δt` γX X ` s` γt
´pX ´ sq Y ´ t
˙
and ψ “
ˆ
Y ´ t ´pX ` s` γtq
X ´ s δY ` δt` γX
˙
.
This matrix-factorization comes about from trying to find a minimal resolu-
tion of the ideal generated by X ´ s and Y ´ t modulo qpX, Y q ´ qps, tq. If
we define p “
ˆ
0 ´1
1 0
˙
, we have pψ “ φtrp and pφ “ ψtrp. We let
R “ B{pxq be the quotient ring and denote by u, v, α, β the classes of X , Y ,
φ, ψ respectively. Then if we put E “ R ‘R it follows from [2] Proposition
5.1 page 49 that the diagram below commutes and that the rows are exact.
α // E
β
//
p

E
α //
p

E
β
//
p

E
α //
p

βtr
// E
αtr // E
βtr
// E
αtr // E
βtr
//
It follows that Cokerpαq and Cokerpβq are dual to each other. If we define
κ “
ˆ
0 ´1
´pv ´ tq u` s` γt
˙
and λ “
ˆ
1 0
´pu´ sq v ´ t
˙
,
then
κα “
ˆ
u´ s ´pv ´ tq
0 0
˙
and λβ “
ˆ
v ´ t ´pu` s` γtq
0 0
˙
.
Since x is a monic polynomial in the variableX it follows from the division
algorithm that every element of R can be written as a sum fpvq`ugpvq, where
f and g are uniquely defined polynomials in ArY s. This shows that v ´ t
is not a zero-divisor in R, so the maps κ and λ are injective. Therefore
Cokerpβq « Impαq is isomorphic to the ideal J “ pu ´ s, v ´ tq Ď R, and
Cokerpαq « Impβq is isomorphic to the ideal K “ p´pv´ tq, u` s` γtq Ď R.
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In the total quotient ring of R multiplication by v ´ t is an isomorphism,
so therefore Impβq is isomorphic to the fractional ideal J 1 “ p1, ǫq where
ǫ “ u`s`γt
v´t
. Tracing all the maps the isomorphism J 1 Ñ HompJ,Rq “ J_ is
simply given by multiplication. Note that we have
ǫpu´ sq “ ´pδv ` δt ` γuq and ǫpv ´ tq “ u` s ` γt.
Let J2 be the fractional ideal consisting of all elements of the total quotient
ring multiplying J into R. Certainly J 1 Ď J2. If q P J2, we can find elements
r, s P R such that r ` sǫ ´ q induces the zero homomorphism on J . Then
pr ` sǫ ´ qqpv ´ tq “ 0 and so q “ r ` sǫ and J 1 “ J2. Again since v ´ t
is a not a zero-divisor, the submodule of J_ generated by the inclusion in
HompJ,Rq is isomorphic to R and the quotient J_{R is generated by a single
element rǫs. The map RÑ J_{R sending the identity to rǫs factors through
A « R{pu ´ s, v ´ tq. We claim that the induced map A Ñ J_{R is an
isomorphism. To see this, suppose that r P A and that rǫ P R. Then
rpu` s` γtq “ pv´ tqpfpvq`ugpvqq where f and g are uniquely determined.
Comparing v terms, we must have r “ f “ g “ 0. Using [4], Appendix,
Theorem 2, or [3] (to appear), we summarize these results.
Proposition 3.1. Given A, γ, δ, s, t, u, v, α, β, ǫ, R and E as above, then
‚ The ideal J “ pu´ s, v ´ tq is stably reflexive.
‚ The dual J_“ HompJ,Rq is isomorphic to the fractional ideal pJ : Rq
and is generated the elements 1 and ǫ “ u`s`γt
v´t
.
‚ The map A Ñ J_{R defined by multiplication with the class of ǫ is an
isomorphism.
‚ The sequence βÝÑ E αÝÑ E βÝÑ E αÝÑ E βÝÑ E αÝÑ is exact
and there are isomorphisms J « Cokerpβq and J_« Cokerpαq.
Corollary 3.2. Let A, γ, δ, s, t, u, v, α, β, ǫ, R and E as above, and assume
that A is a local ring and that s, t P mA the maximal ideal of A, mR “
mAR ` pu, vqR is a maximal ideal of R, and we let pA and pR denote the
completions of A and R. The maps α and β extend to maps pα and pβ of pE,
and
‚ The ideal pJ “ pu´ s, v ´ tq pR is stably reflexive.
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‚ The dual pJ _ “ Homp pJ, pRq « HompJ,Rq bR pR is isomorphic to the
fractional ideal p pJ : pRq and is generated the elements 1 and ǫ “ u`s`γt
v´t
.
‚ The map pAÑ pJ _{ pR defined by multiplication with the class of ǫ is an
isomorphism.
‚ The sequence
pβÝÑ pE pαÝÑ pE pβÝÑ pE pαÝÑ pE pβÝÑ pE pαÝÑ is exact
and there are isomorphisms pJ « Cokerppβq and pJ _« Cokerppαq.
Proof. This holds because pR is flat over R.
4. Proof of the Main Lemma
Proof. The statement is of local nature, so let s P S, x “ ∆psq P C. We
need only consider the case where x is a double point of Cs “ C ˆS Specpkq,
where k “ OS,s{ms. We define OC,x “ R, OS,s “ A. The section ∆ defines
a homomorphism R Ñ A which we by abuse of language also call ∆. We
have a non-degenerate quadratic form qpX, Y q “ X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 such
that pR b pA k « R0 “ krrX, Y ss{pqq. Lifting γ and δ to pA, it follows from
Proposition 2.1 that there exists a map Rpd Ñ pOC,x “ pR such that the
diagram below is a morphism in pF .
Rpd //
∆pd

pR //
p∆

R0
∆0
~~
Apd //
OO
pA //
OO
k
OO
If I the kernel of ∆ : R Ñ A, then pI is the kernel of p∆ : pR Ñ pA. By
Corollary 3.2, pA, pR and pI satisfy the properties of the Main Lemma, and by
[4], Appendix, Proposition 6, or [3], so do R, A and I.
5. A close look at the fiber
Theorem 5.1. For every object pσ : C Ñ S, s1, . . . , sn,∆q of Cg,n, C
s “
ProjCpSymK q with the sections defined by the surjections s
˚
i K Ñ s
˚
i Ls
and ∆˚K Ñ ∆˚L∆, is an object of Mg,n`1.
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Proof. Since the case where ∆ meets one of the other sections is satisfac-
torily treated in [4], we will only look at the case where ∆ hits a double point
of the fiber. We start by analyzing the case we treated in the Key Example.
We have the rings A and R together with elements γ, δ, s, t, u, v where u
and v satisfy exactly the one relation
pu` s` γtqpu´ sq ` pγu` δv ` δtqpv ´ tq “ 0.
Since
det
¨
˚˝˚ 1 0 1 γ0 1 0 δ
´1 0 1 0
0 ´1 γ δ
˛
‹‹‚“ 4δ ´ γ2
is a unit in A, we have pu´ s, v ´ t, u` s` γt, γu` δv ` δtq “ pu, v, s, tq.
Let p be a prime ideal in R containing I “ pu´ s, v ´ tq. Then s or t is
invertible in Rp if and only if u ` s ` γt or γu ` δv ` δt is invertible in Rp.
Since pu ` s ` γtqpu ´ sq “ pγu ` δv ` δtqpv ´ tq it follows that if s or t is
invertible in Rp, IRp is an invertible ideal, and hence so is pIRpq
_.
Let X “ SpecpRq, Xs “ ProjRpSympI
_qq, r : Xs Ñ X , τ : X Ñ S “
SpecpAq. The map ∆ : RÑ A define a section which we also name ∆ : S Ñ
X . Let J be the sheaf of ideals defined by I. We have just seen that I _ is
invertible outside the locus ∆pV ps, tqq, and therefore the morphism r is an
isomorphism here. We now concentrate on the fibers of r : Xs Ñ X above
the locus ∆pV ps, tqq.
We have an exact sequence R2
αÝÑ R2 Ñ I_ Ñ 0. The last arrow is
p1,´ǫq, and
α “
ˆ
γu` δv ` δt u` s` γt
´pu´ sq v ´ t
˙
.
Therefore Xs “ ProjpRrX0, X1s{pf, gqq, where f “ pγu` δv ` δtqX0 ´ pu´
sqX1 and g “ pu ` s ` γtqX0 ` pv ´ tqX1, and the lifted section ∆
s sends
any point in the locus V ps, tq to the point with homogeneous coordinates
p0, 1q. We define x “ X0{X1 and y “ X1{X0 and R0 “ Rrys{pf0, g0q and
R1 “ Rrxs{pf1, g1q, where
f0 “ pγu` δv ` δtq ´ pu´ sqy and f1 “ pγu` δv ` δtqx´ pu´ sq
g0 “ pu` s` γtq ` pv ´ tqy and g1 “ pu` s` γtqx` pv ´ tq
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In the ring R0 we have the identity pv´tqf0`pu´sqg0 “ qpu, vq´qps, tq “ 0,
hence all relations between u and v in R0 are generated by f0 and g0 and
similarly the relations in R1 are generated by f1 and g1. We may use g0 to
eliminate u and g1 to eliminate v. A little arithmetic shows that we have
R0 “ Arv, ys{pvpy
2´ γy ` δq ` sp2y ´ γq ` tp´y2 ` 2γy ´ γ2 ` δqq (4)
R1 “ Aru, xs{pupδx
2 ´ γx` 1q ` spδx2 ´ 1q ` tδpγx2 ´ 2xqq (5)
We first check flatness over A. Every element of R0 can be written uniquely
as a polynomial in v and y without monomials of the form vnym with n ě 1
and m ě 2, so it is free as an A-module. Since x “ 0 is not a root of
δx2 ´ γx ` 1 “ 0, the locus V pδx2 ´ γx ` 1q is contained in SpecpR0q,
therefore Xs is covered by SpecpR0q Y SpecpR1rpδx
2 ´ γx` 1q´1sq. We have
R1rpδx
2´γx`1q´1s “ Arxsrpδx2´γx`1q´1s which is flat over A and hence
Xs is flat over S. Outside the locus of s “ t “ 0 in S, the fibers have not
changed. If s “ t “ 0, it follows from (4) and (5), that the geometric fibers
consist of a projective line meeting two parallel affine lines transversally.
The image of the lifted section is contained in SpecpR1q where it is defined
by x “ 0, and here the morphism τr is smooth.
Back to the general case, let p : Cs Ñ C and let x P S be a point such that
y “ ∆pxq is a double point of the fiber of σ. Let Cx “ σ
´1pxq “ CˆSSpecpkq.
We have a diagram of cartesian squares and its completion along the various
subschemes.
Cs
p

pCxq
s « Cs ˆS Specpkqoo
pˆ1

C
σ

Cx « C ˆS Specpkqoo
σˆ1

S Specpkqoo
Cs{p´1pyq
p

pCxq
s
{p´1pyq
oo
pˆ 1

C{y
pσ

pCxq{yoo
pσˆ1

S{x Specpkqoo
We write p pOS,x, pmxq “ pA,mAq. For elements γ, δ in A, s, t in mA let
qpX, Y q “ X2`γXY ` δY 2, and let R “ Aru, vs subject to the only relation
qpu, vq “ qps, tq and let mAR ` pu, vq be a maximal ideal in R.
According to Proposition 2.1, we can choose γ, δ in A, s, t in mA such
that qpX, Y q “ X2 ` γXY ` δY 2 is non-degenerate and
p pOC,y, pmyq “ p pR, pmRq
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Let X “ SpecpRq, and let z P X correspond to the maximal idealmR, it fol-
lows that the formal schemes SpfpAq, X{z and X
s
{r´1pzq fit into a commutative
diagram
Cs{p´1pyq
p

« // Xs{r´1pzq
pr

C{y
pσ

« // X{z
pτ

S{x
« // SpfpAq.
Since τr is flat, so is pτpr and therefore so are pσp and σp. We have also seen
that the geometric fiber at z is a projective line containing the marked point
and meeting the rest of the fiber over x transversally in two other distinct
points, which means that the fiber is a stable n`1-pointed curve.
Theorem 5.2. The assignment C to Cs in Theorem 5.1 is a functor s :
Cg,n ÑMg,n`1.
Proof. This follows from [4], Appendix, Proposition 4. Note that the proof
of this proposition is omitted since it is immediate.
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